Stability and Inter-domain Interactions Modulate Amyloid Binding Activity of a General Amyloid Interaction Motif
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Abstract

The M13 tip protein, g3p, binds the C-terminal domain of the bacterial membrane protein TolA via β-sheet augmentation, facilitating viral entry into *Escherichia coli*. G3p binding leads to rearrangement of the β strands and partial unfolding of TolA. G3p also binds multiple amyloid assemblies with high affinity, and it can remodel them into amorphous aggregates. We previously showed that amyloid binding activity is defined by the two g3p N-terminal domains, which we call the general amyloid interaction motif (GAIM). GAIM–hIgG1Fc fusions, which add immune effector function to amyloid targeting of GAIM, mediate reduction of two CNS amyloid deposits, Aβ plaques and tau tangles, in transgenic animal models of neurodegenerative disease. We carried out site-directed mutagenesis of GAIM to identify variants with altered amyloid binding and remodeling activity. A small set of residues along the inner strands of the two domains regulates both activities. The specificity of amyloid binding is governed by individual domain stability and inter-domain interactions. Our studies reveal several lines of similarity between GAIM binding to amyloids and g3p binding to its *E. coli* membrane target, TolA. Based on these studies, we designed new GAIM fusions that show enhanced binding potency towards multiple amyloid aggregates.

Introduction

Recent advances in the understanding of structures of amyloid aggregates show that despite adopting similar cross-β sheet structures and sharing similar tinctorial properties such as binding Congo red and thioflavin T, the underlying structures show tremendous structural polymorphism with potential implications in disease progression [1,2]. For example, Aβ and tau amyloids that are major constituents of plaques and neurofibrillary tangles have been shown to consist of several different proteoforms of Aβ and phosphorylated tau, each adopting a unique conformation in vivo [3–6]. They partition between soluble forms and insoluble aggregates, cause distinct pathological phenotypes, and affect the progression of the disease [7–13]. Thus, ideal therapeutic agents must be able to bind several of these conformations to prevent cellular damage and spread of these aggregates.

We have previously shown that the minor capsid tip protein, g3p, from any of a group of closely related filamentous phages that target *Escherichia coli*, act as conformational binders broadly targeting multiple species of amyloid fibers. This activity is determined by the two N-terminal domains, N1 and N2, that comprise what we functionally refer to as the general amyloid interaction motif (GAIM) [14]. When fused to a human IgG1 Fc to create a GAIM dimer (Fig. 1a), GAIM–IgG1 fusions (GAIM fusions) are capable of binding and remodeling multiple species of amyloid fibers into amorphous aggregates [14]. Systemically administered GAIM fusions can mediate reductions of both Aβ and tau pathology in transgenic animal models [15], and GAIM fusions are currently in clinical trials for diseases involving protein misfolding (NCT03008161; NCT03610035). The molecular interactions involved in GAIM binding and fiber remodeling are only partially understood. Hydrogen–deuterium exchange NMR experiments with labeled Aβ42 fibers showed that GAIM engages discontinuous
sequences on the fibril core and binds both sequences rich in aromatic residues (residues 17–25 in Aβ42) and aliphatic residues (31–40 in Aβ42). Furthermore, binding competitions with luminescent conjugated polythiophenes that intercalate along the amyloid fiber axis suggest that GAIM aligns along the fiber axis [14].

The two N-terminal domains of g3p, N1 and N2, adopt an inverted horseshoe conformation and are held together by an intricate network of hydrogen bonds [16] that determine the non-infectious closed state of the molecule. A cis–trans isomerization of the prolines in the inter-domain linker leads to progressive breakage of the hydrogen bonds and partial opening of the two domains. This rearrangement exposes the β strands 4 and 5 containing polar residues on N1, and β strands 9 and 10 containing aromatic residues on the N2 domain [16]. The opening of the inner central channel of the g3p horseshoe allows g3p to engage TolA and initiate viral infection. Mutations that stabilize the cis conformation of proline and/or introduce stabilizing hydrogen bonds reduce phage infection, while mutations that favor
the trans proline conformation and weaken hydrogen-bond stability leading to an open-state, increase infection [17,18].

We have previously shown that phage mutations that adopt a more open conformation and bind TolA-C also bind more potently to amyloid aggregates, while phage with closed g3p conformations bind amyloids poorly [14]. These observations led us to hypothesize that GAIM binding to amyloids is similar to g3p-TolA-C binding and might involve a similar interdomain unfolding and cis–trans isomerization of proline residues.

Here, we describe site-directed mutagenesis studies to probe the binding mechanism of GAIM domains to amyloid aggregates. Our results show that GAIM-amyloid binding potency correlates with the proportions of open or closed conformations of GAIM, and that minor changes along the inner surfaces of the horseshoe strongly influence binding potency, intra- and inter-domain stability, and non-specific binding. Taken together, we show that the structure–activity of phage attachment protein g3p is congruent with its structure–activity for amyloid binding. Using this information to create more potent amyloid targeting GAIM variants, we engineered a new class of open and stabilized GAIM fusions that bind Aβ and tau fibers with improved potency, inhibit their assembly, and more efficiently remodel them to amorphous conformers. The open structure of GAIM also allows these fusions to engage several sequentially and morphologically different misfolded amyloid conformers of Aβ, tau, bacterial CsgA, immunoglobulin light chains, and transthyretin (TTR). These studies further extend the mechanistic understanding of a novel class of therapeutic candidates based on the GAIM platform for targeting protein misfolding diseases.

Results

Structural features of GAIM are retained on the dimeric Ig-fusions

GAIM fusions display 2 copies of GAIM per molecule (Fig. 1a). To determine if the conformational state of the dimeric GAIM in the IgG fusion is similar to monomeric g3p, GAIM dimers were generated by a cysteine protease. This protease specifically cleaves the Fc fusion below the hinge, separating the Fc fragment from the two copies of GAIM linked by two disulfide bonds (Fig. 1a). After confirming the removal of Fc fragments by SDS-PAGE, protein unfolding studies were carried out on the resulting GAIM dimer.

The N1 and N2 domains of g3p have an asymmetric distribution of aromatic amino acids. The N2 domain contains 11 tyrosine (Y) residues and 1 tryptophan (W) residue that is solvent exposed in the closed state of g3p; the N1 domain contains 3 Y and 3 W residues. Thus, the intrinsic fluorescence of tyrosine and tryptophan residues allows for differential monitoring of conformational changes in N2 and N1 domains, respectively [19]. Guanidine hydrochloride (GdmCl) induced unfolding of the g3p monomer, followed by changes in intrinsic fluorescence, shows two major transitions [19]. The first transition (at 1.4 M GdmCl) represents the separation of the two domains, N1 and N2, and the simultaneous unfolding of the less stable N2 domain. The second transition (at 2.6 M GdmCl) represents the unfolding of the more stable N1 domain [19].

To follow unfolding of GAIM cleaved from the Ig fusion, GAIM dimers were equilibrated in 0, 2, and 5 M GdmCl solutions for 2 h at 25 °C. Selective excitation of the tryptophan residues at 295 nm showed a minimal change in GAIM dimer fluorescence intensities between 0 and 2 M GdmCl concentrations with no change in the emission Amax (345 nm) (Fig. 1b). At 5 M GdmCl, the tryptophan fluorescence was red-shifted by 15 nm (λmax 360 nm) and the fluorescence intensity was significantly higher than both 0 and 2 M samples. GAIM dimers were then excited at 280 nm (excitation of both W and Y residues) and the fluorescence emission spectra recorded (Fig. 1c). The fluorescence emission intensity at 340 nm decreased between 0 and 2 M GdmCl and then increased by a comparable margin at 5 M GdmCl. Similar spectral changes were also observed for monomeric g3p [19].

Next, we generated detailed denaturation profiles of GAIM dimers by recording fluorescence emission intensities at 310, 340, and 360 nm in a range of GdmCl concentrations. GAIM dimers show a biphasic denaturation profile at 340 nm when excited at 280 nm (Fig. 1d). The first transition occurs between 1 and 2 M GdmCl and the next between 2 and 4 M GdmCl. We then fitted the 310-nm (excitation 280 nm) and 360-nm (excitation 295 nm) denaturation profiles to a two-state protein unfolding model (Fig. 1e and f, respectively) and calculated the N2 and N1 domain denaturation transitions to be 1.5 and 2.6 M GdmCl, respectively. These results show that the N2 domains of GAIM unfold earlier than the N1 domains, as described for the g3p monomer, and GAIM domains in the dimer behave as two independently folded units, each with a conformation comparable to the monomeric g3p.

N1–N2 inter-domain interactions in GAIM fusions regulate amyloid fiber binding activity

To explore how GAIM mediates binding to amyloids, we carried out site-directed mutagenesis of β strands facing the inner groove of the GAIM domains, β strands 4 and 5 in the N1 domain and 9 and 10 in the N2 domain (Fig. 2a). These β strands facilitate inter-domain interactions in the closed state of g3p and prevent the premature exposure of the
ToLA-C binding site [20]. In addition, sites in the inter-domain hinge region involved in N1–N2 domain rearrangement from closed to open state during phage infection [16,21] were mutated to investigate how g3p activity during infection might translate to GAIM amyloid binding activity.
Prior to conducting the site-directed mutagenesis screen, several mutations were introduced in GAIM to potentially reduce immunogenicity. One predicted N-linked glycosylation site in the N1 domain, T41, was substituted with G to eliminate potential glycosylation. Potential T-cell epitopes in GAIM were removed through the following amino acid substitutions: K174R, V215A, and G222E (Supplementary Fig. 1). This molecule, NPT1098, binds to both Aβ1–42 fibers (fAβ42) and fibers assembled with tau-microtubule binding sequence with the P301L mutation (ftauKL) and was used as the scaffold for further mutagenesis studies.

The protein quality of the mutated GAIM fusion variants was assessed by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and SDS-PAGE and then screened for amyloid fiber binding activity to fAβ42 and ftauKL by ELISA. To compare binding activity and conformational stability of the GAIM fusion variants, a Sypro Orange (SO) binding assay was carried out [22]. SO binds poorly to the closed conformation of folded GAIM in an aqueous solution. When the two domains of GAIM dissociate and expose hydrophobic residues, the dye binds to the exposed hydrophobic surfaces and shows increased fluorescence. Thermal unfolding of the GAIM monomer expressed by E. coli and purified as described by Krishnan et al. [14] shows a single transition around 43 °C that corresponds to the domain opening and N2 unfolding transition (Fig. 2b). GAIM dimers obtained by removing the Fc fragment from the GAIM fusion show similar thermal melting to the monomer, shifted 1 °C to 44 °C (Fig. 2c). The GAIM fusions have three distinct transitions upon thermal unfolding (Fig. 2b). The first transition, Tm1, occurs at 44 °C as seen in the GAIM dimers and represents GAIM specific unfolding. Two additional transitions, at 64 °C and 81 °C, denote the unfolding transitions of the dimers in the Fc [23]. In addition, the GAIM fusion variants were tested for off-target binding at high concentration (1.8 μM, 100-fold higher than scaffold EC50 for fAβ42) to a fibrillar, non-amyloid substrate, collagen.

Most of the mutations tested in N1 and N2 residues facing the inner groove of GAIM were found to affect Aβ42 fiber binding by ELISA (Fig. 2d). Binding activities of the mutated GAIM variants range from 0.7 to 175 nM (EC50), representing more than a 250-fold change in binding affinity to fAβ42. There is a high positive correlation (rs = 0.703; p < 0.0001) between binding potency (EC50) and the first melting transition (Tm1). A decrease in Tm1 suggests a more open conformation of GAIM with increased binding potency, while stabilized variants with higher Tm1 tend to lose binding activity. This is suggestive of an amyloid fiber binding motif in GAIM being exposed when the inter-domain interactions are weakened; this interpretation is consistent with our previous data showing that GAIM binding is temperature dependent [14]. To discern whether the change in binding activity for fAβ42 translates to other unrelated amyloid fibers, a subset of the GAIM variants were tested by ELISA for binding to amyloid fibers formed from tauKL. Comparing GAIM variants’ binding activities (EC50) for fAβ42 and ftauKL shows that changes in binding activity of GAIM are correlated (rs = 0.878; p < 0.0001) for the two different amyloids (Fig. 2e).

These results show that amyloid binding activity of GAIM correlates with the open/closed conformation of the N1 and N2 domains, and that minor changes in the β strands making up the inner core of GAIM affect binding potency and inter-domain stability. Specific mutations in T51 and T56 in β5 were found to have opposite effect on binding efficacy, and these residues contribute to ftauKL binding specificity (Table 1). Replacing T56 with histidine (H) increased fAβ42 binding 2.5-fold, with a modest increase in ftauKL activity. T51H or G substitutions had a minor effect on fAβ42 binding but showed a significant reduction in ftauKL binding potency. Several alanine replacements in the TolA-C binding region in N1 and in the N2 hinge region, designed to identify potential amyloid binding sites in GAIM, resulted in low protein yields and reduced protein quality, based on SEC (Supplementary Table 1). These variants exhibited a decrease in Tm1 or had no detectable change in Sypro binding during thermal unfolding, suggesting that the inter-domain interactions are perturbed in GAIM and/or that the N2 domain is misfolded. In addition, these variants showed increased off-target binding to collagen. Thermal denaturation of the N2 domain in isolation shows the midpoint of thermal unfolding transition around 35 °C [18]. The N2 domain in isolation is also aggregation-prone and remains stable only when it is co-assembled in the presence of hinge and N1 domain (by about 10,000-fold) [16]. Taken together, these results suggest that poor protein quality and increased non-specific binding of GAIM could be driven by the inherent instability of the N2 domain when separated from the N1 domain [18]. This led us to investigate structural features of the N2 domain and determine ways of stabilizing this domain by mutagenesis.

### Table 1. Polar residues in β5 strand modulate tau amyloid binding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Amino acid replacement</th>
<th>Tm1 (°C)</th>
<th>fAβ42 EC50 (nM)</th>
<th>ftauKL EC50 (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPT1098</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT189</td>
<td>T56H</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1005</td>
<td>T51H</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>&gt;9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1011</td>
<td>T51G</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>572.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
N1 in structure [24], an α-helix that forms the pilus binding site, and a hinge region that forms an extensive network of hydrogen bonds with the N1 domain. This hinge region also contains several proline residues, one of which, P213, has been implicated in initiating phage infection by maintaining g3p in an open, TolA-C binding-competent state. Previous mutagenesis studies on g3p aimed at understanding the mechanism of phage infection have identified several stable mutations in the N2 domain that accelerate folding and stabilize the inter-domain interactions of g3p [19,25]. We incorporated a number of these mutations to investigate how altered phage infectivity and altered species were dependent on both the concentration of the GAIM fusion added and the length of time the complex was incubated [14].

Previous mutagenesis studies on g3p aimed at understanding the mechanism of phage infection have identified several stable mutations in the N2 domain that accelerate folding and stabilize the inter-domain interactions of g3p [19,25]. We incorporated a number of these mutations to investigate how altered phage infectivity and increased N2 stability impact amyloid binding activities. Several mutations in GAIM that stabilized the N2 domains decreased amyloid binding (Fig. 3a). Elimination of a proline containing loop in N2, accomplished by substituting residues 157–163 with QGGK (NPT1009), increased Tm1 by 3.6 °C and led to a 18-fold loss in fAβ42 binding (Fig. 3b). Likewise, amino acid replacements in two turns in N2, residues 136–139 to FQGN (NPT1020) and residues 144–147 to VNGV (NPT1021), stabilized N2 (Tm1) by 1.8 °C and 2.5 °C, respectively. As predicted, both variants show a reduced fAβ42 binding activity compared to the parent GAIM scaffold, NPT1098. Similarly, introducing the Q129H mutation (NPT1015), a stabilizing mutation in N2 [17] increased Tm1 by 2.3 °C and decreased fiber binding.

Next, we asked if the stabilizing N2 mutations could compensate for the decreased stability accompanying GAIM variants that adopt an active, open conformation, based on Tm1. To create a more open conformation of GAIM, the 23–28 loop in N1, important for inter-domain interactions in g3p [16,26], was replaced with the homologous sequence EGDS from the filamentous phage IF1 and tested in combination with N2-stabilizing mutations. Both N1 and N2 domains are stable in the IF1g3p, which lacks stabilizing inter-domain interactions and adopts an open conformation, constitutively exposing the TolA-C binding site [27]. The presumed open and N2-stabilized GAIM variants were tested for amyloid binding and were found to display improved fiber binding activity (Fig. 3c) with EC₅₀ < 1.5 nM, consistent with a more exposed and accessible amyloid fiber binding site. One exception is a variant combining all three N2-stabilizing mutations, with Tm1 = 52.7 °C, which resulted in a loss of fAβ42 binding activity (Fig. 3c). This could be due to major structural changes in N2 masking the amyloid interaction site(s) in GAIM, either by introducing intra-domain interactions or by over-stabilizing the N2 domain. The open-stabilized variants show no correlation between Tm1 and fAβ42 binding, suggesting an uncoupling of amyloid binding and N2-stability in these variants. All EGDS- and N2-stabilized variants display high protein quality by SDS-PAGE and chromatograph as monomers by SEC. In addition, there is a shift to shorter retention time by SEC, which is consistent with a more open GAIM conformer molecule occupying a larger volume (Supplementary Fig. 2b).

Open-stabilized GAIM fusions show increased TolA-C binding

The TolA-C binding site in the N1 domain is shielded in the fully folded g3p and is exposed only after F-pili binding, which initiates the structural rearrangement of g3p, breakage of intra-domain hydrogen bonds, and prolyl-isomerization in the hinge region. To further characterize the open-stabilized GAIM, two variants with T56H and the EGDS-loop substitution in N1 and FQGN stabilization of N2, NPT1079 and NPT1087, were tested for TolA-C binding by ELISA (Fig. 3d). NPT189 has one additional amino acid replacement in N2, N143A, that further stabilizes the N2. Replacing threonine 56 in β strand 5 with a histidine (NPT189) in the NPT1098 scaffold had significant impact on TolA-C binding, EC₅₀ = 130 pM, compared to the NPT1098 scaffold, EC₅₀ = 74 nM. This could be due to a more open conformation of GAIM in NPT189 (lower Tm1 by 1.2 °C) and/or site-specific increase in binding affinity to TolA-C. The open-stabilized variants NPT1079 and NPT1087 show an additional increase in binding (EC₅₀ = 50 pM), as predicted of a more open GAIM conformation. In-solution binding of g3p variants to TolA-C AEDANS showed a 70-fold increase in binding of the isolated g3p N1 domain with an exposed TolA-C binding site compared to the GAIM monomer [20]. The TolA-C binding potency reported here is significantly higher than previously reported for g3p monomer or g3pN1, likely due both to GAIM dimerization and to several additional amino acid substitutions in the N1 domain that favor an exposed TolA-C binding site.

Altered amyloid binding correlates with remodeling activity

We had previously shown that prolonged incubation of amyloid fibers with phage M13 or GAIM fusions alters the fiber morphology. These altered protein complexes show reduced thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence and fail to adhere to negatively charged cellulose acetate membranes, which we attributed to conformational conversion of fibers to amorphous aggregates [14]. Formation of this altered species was dependent on both the concentration of the GAIM fusion added and the length of time the complex was incubated [14]. Here we study remodeling of amyloid fibers in greater detail and
characterize amyloid–GAIM fusion complexes using TEM imaging and solubility assays.

Figure 4a and b shows TEM images of Aβ42 fibers incubated with sub-stoichiometric GAIM fusion (Aβ42: NPT1098::25:1). When exposed to GAIM fusions, Aβ42 fibers lose their fibrillar architecture as seen in most of the uranyl acetate-stained samples. To establish that this alteration of structure reflected...
remodeling of the fibers rather than non-specific GAIM binding and masking of fibrillar structures, we subjected the complexes and fibers to urea-induced denaturation. Aβ42 fibers are resistant to denaturation in low concentrations of urea, and less than 10% structural change is detected in 1 M urea, as measured by ThT fluorescence (Fig. 4c). ThT fluorescence drops dramatically in higher urea concentrations (2 M and above), suggesting loss of fibrillar structure. In contrast, fibers treated with...
sub-stoichiometric amounts of different GAIM fusions begin to show 30%–90% reduced ThT binding at 1 M urea, suggesting that the fusions bind and alter fibrillar structures to a non-fibrillar state unable to bind ThT.

Next, we selected GAIM fusions with different Aβ42 fiber binding potencies and asked if the remodeling efficiencies correlate with the binding potencies and open conformational state. Figure 4d shows remodeling efficiencies of different GAIM fusions incubated with Aβ42 fibers under identical conditions and concentrations. Open-stabilized variants with low-nanomolar fAβ42 binding show 2- to 3-fold increases in remodeling activity (Fig. 4c, d), with an average remodeling activity of 83% compared to the NPT1098 scaffold.

To demonstrate that amyloid remodeling is a generic GAIM activity, we co-incubated tauKL fibers with GAIM fusions. TEM analysis of the complexes confirms that tauKL fibers lose their characteristic fibrillar conformation when co-incubated with GAIM fusions (Fig. 4e, f). Unlike fAβ42 fibers, tauKL fibers readily dissolve in low urea concentration solutions. To measure GAIM fusion-mediated tauKL remodeling activity, we employed sarkosyl solubility assays. In vitro assembled tauKL fibers show resistance to dissolution when incubated with 1% sarkosyl. We subjected tauKL fibers treated with varying concentrations of GAIM fusions to 1% sarkosyl solution. Sarkosyl solubilized samples were then centrifuged at 100,000g to separate fibers from soluble tauKL. SDS-PAGE analysis for soluble tauKL shows that GAIM fusion-treated tauKL fibers dissolve in 1% sarkosyl, suggesting that these fibers can be remodeled in a concentration-dependent manner similarly to fAβ42 (Fig. 4g). Incubation with NPT1036, a super-stabilized GAIM fusion with no Aβ42 or tauKL fiber binding activity (Supplementary Fig. 3 and data not shown), shows no remodeling activity. Next, we compared remodeling efficiencies of NPT1098 with the two open-stabilized GAIM fusions, NPT1079 and NPT1087. Both NPT1079 and NPT1087 show enhanced remodeling activities, compared to NPT1098 (Fig. 4h).

Finally, we asked if remodeling of tauKL results in release of soluble tauKL species. At the GAIM fusion concentrations for which we observe potent remodeling (EC50 = 10–250 nM), there are no soluble species seen in supernatants of complexes that have not been sarkosyl treated (Fig. 4g), suggesting that fiber remodeling by GAIM does not liberate soluble tauKL species.

Open-stabilized GAIM variants show increased assembly inhibition activity

We have previously reported the ability of GAIM fusions to protect neuronal cell lines from oligomer-induced toxicity in a concentration-dependent manner [15]. These experiments suggested that GAIM fusions can interact with intermediates formed during fiber assembly. To study the inhibitory effects of GAIM fusions on amyloid nucleation, we carried out Aβ42 assembly inhibition studies in the presence of varying concentrations of GAIM fusions. GAIM fusions potently block nucleation when present at sub-stoichiometric concentrations to Aβ42 monomers (Fig. 5a). The open-stabilized variants NPT1079 and NPT1087 show a dose-dependent increase in Aβ42 assembly inhibition potency. At 250 nM, NPT1079 and NPT1087 show a 20%–40% increase in inhibition potency compared to NPT1098 (Fig. 5a and b). The super-stabilized GAIM fusion NPT1036 showed no inhibitory effects on Aβ42 assembly (Fig. 5b).

Next, we studied the inhibitory effects of GAIM fusions on tauKL assembly. In vitro fiber assembly of full-length tau or truncated sequences, such as the microtubule-binding region, requires the presence of heparin to promote nucleation and subsequent assembly. GAIM fusions inhibited tauKL assembly in the presence of heparin, and both NPT1079 and NPT1087 blocked nucleation 3- to 5-fold more effectively than NPT1098. Taken together, these results suggest that open conformation GAIM fusions bind both Aβ and tau on-pathway intermediates and inhibit amyloid assembly. It also shows that higher binding potency facilitates better inhibition of amyloid assembly.

Open-stabilized GAIM variants display potent binding to diverse amyloid fiber species and conformers

Studies aimed at identifying the pathological forms of Aβ in the AD-brain have shown that both insoluble plaque and soluble Aβ consists of a heterogeneous population of N- and C-terminal truncated Aβ peptides [10], forming structurally diverse conformations [7,28,29]. N-terminally truncated Aβ fragments might constitute the major part of the amyloid plaque [10]. To investigate whether the open-stabilized GAIM fusions are capable of engaging different conformations of Aβ aggregates, various modified Aβ peptides were fibrillized and binding affinities to these aggregates were measured. N-truncated Aβ11–42, Dutch mutation Aβ1–42 E22Q, and N-terminal pyro-glutamate modified Aβ11–42 and Aβ3–42 [30,31] were aggregated and fiber formation was verified by ThT and TEM (Supplementary Fig. 4). The aggregates formed using these peptides showed very diverse morphologies. For example, N-terminal pyro-glutamate-modified Aβ3–42 forms noodle-like fibers with several bends, Aβ1–42 E22Q forms smooth, long needle-like fibers and Aβ11–42 peptides form short, stubby fibers (Supplementary Fig. 4). Both the open variant NPT1079 and the original scaffold NPT1098 were found to engage the different fibers as measured by ELISA (Table 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 5). NPT1079 shows ~20-fold increased binding to the various aggregates (EC50 = 0.9–1.9 nM) compared to NPT1098. These data show that N-terminal truncations of Aβ do not affect GAIM fusion fiber binding, consistent with our previous NMR studies that show that GAIM engages the mid- and C-terminal sequences of Aβ42 fibers [14]. Studies on Aβ42 polymorphism suggest that the fibers assembled from these peptides are likely to contain different steric zippers, that is, a unique zipper for each proteoform [32]. GAIM fusions bind to several of these fibers with little difference in binding potencies, suggesting that there might be an inherent plasticity in the binding mechanism that allows these fusions to engage several aggregates.

Finally, we asked if these open-stabilized variants can target amyloid conformers associated with systemic amyloidosis [33–35]. Soluble TTR tetramer and three different immunoglobulin light-chain proteins, two Ig light-chain variable domain monomers (Ig-VL1 and Ig-VL2), and one Ig light-chain variable and constant domain dimer (Ig-VL1CL) were assembled into amyloids aggregates. The immunoglobulin domains carry mutations found in patients diagnosed with light-chain amyloidosis (see Supplementary Fig. 6). The open-
stabilized GAIM fusions bind these immunoglobulin light chain and TTR amyloids with low-nanomolar affinity (Table 2). Taken together, our data show that the open-stabilized GAIM fusions can bind a diverse array of amyloid aggregates in a conformation-dependent manner.

Discussion

To understand the structure–activity relationship of GAIM-amyloid interactions, we used site-directed mutagenesis to generate GAIM fusion variants. Characterization of these variants shows that binding potencies could be strengthened or weakened by over 250-fold for fAβ42 and over 100-fold for tauKL (Fig. 2e), although no single mutation abolished binding to both amyloids. Furthermore, we show that mutations that reduced inter-domain interactions and exposed the inner strands of the GAIM horseshoe (open conformers) improve amyloid binding (Fig. 2d). These variants contain amino acid changes either in the N1 domain (e.g., NPT189 [EC50 = 7.0 nM] and NPT1006 [EC50 = 2.4 nM]) or both the N1 and N2 domains (e.g., NPT1055 [EC50 = 0.7 nM] and NPT1077 [EC50 = 1.5 nM]). For all these variants, the Tm1, which reflects inter-domain separation and N2 unfolding, is decreased (Tables 1 and 3). While some of these mutations (T56H and R142I) are tolerated, others destabilize the domains dramatically, resulting in lower expression in HEK293 cells or increased non-specific binding to non-amyloid substrates (Supplementary Table 1).

Next, we explain the binding behavior of GAIM fusions carrying mutations in R142 located in the N2 domain and N39, T41, and T51 located in N1 domain. These mutations alter amyloid binding by different mechanisms. Residue R142 is involved in several backbone and side-chain H-bonds (Fig. 6A). Replacing the charged R142 with large and non-polar residues such as isoleucine, phenylalanine, or histidine disrupts the H-bonding network in the N2 domain, leading to local instability in the N2 domain and reduced Tm1. This in turn exposes amyloid binding sites in the N1 domain.

Likewise, residues N39, T41, and T51 form extensive H-bonds with neighboring residues in the N1 domain. Replacing these residues with alanine or glycine residues does not perturb inter-domain interactions, seen by a minimal change in Tm1, but reduced amyloid binding (Supplementary Table 2). These results suggest that polar residues in β-strands 3, 4, and 5 influence binding by directly forming H-bonds with the amyloid aggregates. Replacing these polar residues with residues that do not participate in H-bonding results in variants that show differential loss in binding to amyloids. For example, N39A or T51G mutations show a 2-fold reduction in Aβ42 binding but a 10- to 180-fold reduction in tauKL binding.

Finally, GAIM fusion containing the polar mutation T56H shows both changes in Tm1 and differential binding to different amyloids. This GAIM variant, NPT189, is a marginally open conformer (Tm1 is 1.6 °C less that NPT1098 scaffold), and it shows a 4-fold increase in Aβ binding and a 2.5-fold improved binding to tauKL fibers, respectively. In addition, NPT189 shows an 8-fold increased binding to Aβ3–42 pyroE3 amyloid fibers and a 1400-fold increase in soluble ToA binding. While NPT189 showed altered binding for the aggregates mentioned above, it shows no change in binding to amyloid aggregates assembled from E. coli CsgA or from amyloid assembled from the immunoglobulin variable light chain.

Taken together, these results suggest that the mechanism of GAIM fusion binding to amyloid aggregates is strongly influenced by the H-bonding abilities of the polar residues in the N1 domain. Binding appears to be modulated by several physically separated clusters of amino acids, such as the N39 and T51 clusters, that are placed along the interdomain interface. The overall binding affinity to different amyloids depends on how many of these clusters are accessible to participate in H-bonding and how strongly they engage with the different types of amyloid aggregates.

Open conformers have two main structural differences from the NPT1098 scaffold. (1) They lack the interdomain interaction sequences in N1, which results in greater exposure of the amyloid binding sequences located in the vicinity of strands 4 and 5 in the N1 domain, and strands 9 and 10 in the N2 domain. (2) These variants also have more stabilized N2 domains. For example, the native N2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Amino acid replacement (domain N1 or N1, N2)</th>
<th>Tm1 (°C)</th>
<th>FaB42 EC50 (nM)</th>
<th>Additional comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPT1098</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT189</td>
<td>T56H (N1)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1006</td>
<td>T56H, T41W (N1)</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1055</td>
<td>T56H, F190A, H191A (N1, N2)</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1009</td>
<td>T56H, QGGK (N1, N2)</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1077</td>
<td>T56H, R142I (N1, N2)</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Inter-domain interactions strongly influence amyloidβ binding.
domain unfolds at 35 °C in the absence of the N1 domain [26] and the open variant NPT1079, with minimal N1 interactions, shows a Tm1 of 41.7 °C. We believe that the increased exposure of amyloid interacting residues and additional structural rearrangements of the topologically identical β-barrel domains (Supplementary Fig. 8) improves amyloid binding several fold. The improved plasticity could arise from stabilization of hydrophobic and aromatic binding clusters in the N2 domains. Further mutagenesis studies coupled with amyloid–GAIM hydrogen–deut exchange NMR experiments should allow us to map these binding sites in detail.

Amyloid assembly inhibition studies show that GAIM fusions can inhibit assembly at sub-stoichiometric concentrations. The GAIM fusion scaffold and the GAIM fusion variants with improved binding properties described in this study show no binding to unstructured or to structured soluble monomers. TTR is a tetramer (Supplementary Fig. 7). Thus, the mechanism of fiber assembly inhibition by GAIM is likely through GAIM binding at the growing end of either the early-stage assembly (e.g., oligomer) or the later-stage amyloid assembly (protofibrils or fibrils), preventing further monomer addition. The amyloid assembly inhibitory activity of
GAIM fusions is comparable to some other conformational binders previously described [36–40]. Similar to GAIM fusions, these molecules arrest amyloid assembly and their complexes with aggregates seed poorly and bind poorly to dyes like thioflavin T [37–39,41,42].

Solution-state NMR studies on g3pN1-TolA-C complexes show that N1 undergoes conformational rearrangement upon binding, seen as a major shift of the amide (NH) resonances in the N1 domain, as well as amide resonances outside the interacting interface [16,43]. This binding also alters the conformation of the TolA-C domain. Deprez et al. [43] have argued that this binding mechanism resembles an induced-fit model of substrate engagement as opposed to a lock and key model. In these studies, it was observed that structural plasticity in the N1 domain is essential to engage its target, TolA-C. Structural studies to gain insight into phage infection lend support to this unique model of binding. The TolA-C binding domains of closely related phages M13, IF1, and lke unfold at 2.5, 3.9, and 5.4 M GdmCl, respectively, and their affinities for TolA-C correspondingly decrease in the same order at 0.4, 3.3, and 37.8 μM, respectively [27,44]. Mutations that restrict the domain flexibility of the M13 g3p, such as Q129H in the N2 domain and T13I in the N1 domain, dramatically reduce phage infection [17]. Our GAIM fusion binding studies also lend support to this mode of binding as GAIM fusions bind amyloid aggregates formed from diverse sequences (Aβ, tau, TTR, and LC) as well as different morphologies of Aβ aggregates (see Supplementary Fig. 4). An induced-fit mechanism of binding substrates, where GAIM progressively change conformation while engaging targets, could explain its capacity to engage diverse types of amyloid aggregates. Furthermore, NPT1015 (Q129H) and NPT1014 (T13I) reduced Aβ42 binding (by 7- and 25-fold, respectively), suggesting that N1 and N2 domain plasticity is important for binding to amyloids.

Remodeling studies show that sub-stoichiometric amounts of GAIM fusions bind to Aβ42 and alter the morphology of the fibers, and the altered amylophoric conformer fails to bind ThT and has increased denaturant and detergent sensitivity. This remodeling activity seems to be both time- and concentration-dependent [14,15]. Open-stabilized GAIM fusion variants with increased amyloid binding activity also remodel fibers more effectively.

Based on these observations, amyloid remodeling can be explained in the following manner: Amyloid fibers in solution exist in a state of dynamic equilibrium with monomers and small oligomers that dissociate and re-associate to the ends of the fibers [45,46]. Furthermore, it is known that this dissociation of monomers and oligomers depends on the strength of the interactions between the monomers at the fiber ends and the number of exposed fiber ends. For example, Sanchez et al. [46] found that the dissociation of monomers from the Aβ40 fibers is 60 times faster than Aβ42 fibers. GAIM fusions are likely to alter this dynamic equilibrium by facilitating dissociation of monomers or oligomers from the fiber ends. The released species can then re-associate with free fiber ends, oligomerize and spontaneously nucleate into new seeds, or self-associate into non-fibrillar amorphous aggregates. Since GAIM fusions potently inhibit addition of monomers to fiber ends and block fresh nucleation, the released species are channeled to adopt non-fibrillar amorphous conformations. Although this passive mode of binding and remodeling has been suggested for several small molecules, such as epigallocatechin gallate, calmidazolium chloride, and dianilinophthalimide derivatives [47–51], GAIM fusions are likely to facilitate conversion of fibers into amorphous aggregates efficiently without releasing monomers or oligomers in solution.

Structural features unique to the GAIM scaffold likely to make remodeling more efficient include (1) the unusual binding and stability of the GAIM fusion-fiber complex. SPR studies show the off-rates of the open conformer NPT1079 ($K_d = 1.8 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$) is about 15-fold slower than the N-terminal monoclonal antibody 6E10 ($K_d = 3.0 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$). 6E10 does not remodel fibers in the same time frame as NPT1079. NPT1098, with a 5-fold faster off-rate compared to NPT1079 ($K_d = 9.5 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$), produces partial remodeling (Supplementary Fig. 9). Thus, the overall binding affinity and stability of the complexes are likely to influence how many monomers or oligomers dissociate and what kind of amorphous aggregates the new associations subsequently form. (2) The induced-fit mechanism of GAIM binding to the central spine of amyloid fibers can perturb amyloid structure and facilitate faster dissociation. Similar alteration of the structure is seen when GAIM binds TolA-C, as described above [43]. (3) The GAIM scaffold contains 17 proline residues in the linker region (between the two domains and one proline in the N2 domain). Proline 213 in the linker region and Proline 161 in N2 are both known to undergo cis–trans isomerization. Amide exchange studies clearly show that proline isomerization is likely to induce large-scale conformational changes in the domains. For example, the cis/ trans switching at P213 is propagated over an αα–αα distance between 13.7 (to G99) and 21.3 Å (Q206) [16]. Altering the orientation of the domains with respect to one another, when bound to fibers, is likely to induce structural changes in the fibers and alter their fibrillar morphology. Since the quaternary structures of the different amylophoric are unlikely to be identical, the extent to which remodeling occurs and the nature of amorphous aggregates formed is likely to vary between amylophoric. In fact, TEM images show some morphological differences between remodeled TauKL fibers and remodeled Aβ42 fibers (Fig. 4b and f). Further investigations of remodeling of different
amylid species are required to understand this process. Amyloid binding to GAIM parallels TolA-C interactions with its ligands: the phage tip protein g3p and group A colicins. Crystal structures of TolA-C complexed with the phage tip protein g3p or colicin A show a classic β-sheet augmentation; the interaction is mediated by a β-strand from one protein pairing with the edge strand in the binding domain of another protein to form a pseudo-continuous β sheet [27,52]. Both of these protein–protein interactions accommodate a large number of mutations without affecting their translocation across the bacterial membrane [53,54]. Backbone hydrogen bonds formed between the two interacting interfaces of g3p dictate the stability of the interactions [27,54]. Based on our studies on g3p and amyloid interactions, we believe that proteins binding to TolA and other promiscuous hub proteins [55] via β-strand/β-strand interactions can be engineered as ideal amyloid inhibitors and remodelers.

These studies might also help us understand certain aspects of phage–E. coli interactions and the necessity to recruit functional amyloids during certain stages of growth [56,57]. As phage infection is initiated by binding the promiscuous TolA protein, E. coli secretes a large amount of curli during stationary phase to sequester g3p and block phage infection. Preventing g3p binding would allow TolA to carry out other membrane-bound functions and cell-to-cell communication within the biofilms. In vitro binding studies show GAIM fusions bind CsgA fibers with high affinities (4.5 nM for NPT1098 and 0.78 nM for NPT1079).

We have shown that GAIM fusions interact broadly with multiple types of amyloid aggregates defined by different morphologies and aggregation properties, including those that are clinically relevant in neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease and systemic protein misfolding disorders. GAIM fusions bind, inhibit assembly of, and convert insoluble amyloid fibers into non-fibrous amorphous aggregates. We believe that these binding and remodeling interactions could enhance opsonization and clearance by phagocytic cells. Taken together, our data presented here confirm and elaborate on earlier studies demonstrating that GAIM represents a unique mechanism for targeting a diverse array of amyloids implicated in protein misfolding diseases.

Materials and Methods

Generation of fusion proteins

GAIM–IgG fusion proteins were expressed using the Expi293 Expression System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Purification of the proteins was performed on HiTrap MabSelect SuRe column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) in 20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), followed by a gradient elution in 20 mM sodium acetate from pH 4.0 to pH 3.6 over 20 CV using AKTA Pure FPLC system. IgG-fusion proteins were dialyzed into Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (D-PBS; pH 7.4) and filter sterilized (Ultra-Free MC spin columns; Millipore). Protein purity was analyzed by NuPAGE 4%–12% Bis–Tris gel system with Mes SDS Running Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) followed by InstantBlue Staining Solution (Expedeon). In addition, analytical SEC was used to assess the purity of Ig-fusions using a TSK gel G3000SW XL, 7.8 mm IDx30 cm, 5 μM column ( Tosoh Bioscience) in an Ultimate 3000 UHPLC focused system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For each sample, 7.5 μg of protein was injected onto the SEC column, and separation was performed in D-PBS mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. Peak purity was analyzed using Chromeleon 7 software. GAIM–IgG fusion variants were synthesized by ATUM.

GdmCl-induced unfolding transitions

GAIM-dimer was separated from the IgG-fusions by specific cleavage in the Fc-linker by incubation with FabRICATOR (Ides) enzyme (Genovis) for 3 h at 25 °C followed by separation from Fc by CaptoAdhere according to manufacturer’s protocol. Purity of GAIM dimer was confirmed on NuPAGE 4%–12% Bis–Tris gel system separated in 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (Mes) SDS Running Buffer. GAIM-dimer (0.5 μM) was incubated for 2 h at 25 °C in 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0 with increasing concentrations of GdmCl (Sigma). The fluorescence was measured in 10 mm cells at 310 and 340 nm after excitation at 280 nm, and at 360 nm after excitation at 295 nm. The data were analyzed using a two-state folding model assuming a linear dependence of fluorescence emissions on GdmCl concentration.

Aβ fiber assembly

Aβ1–42 (rPeptide), N-truncated Aβ11–42 (Bachem), Aβ11–42 Pyro (AnaSpec), Aβ3–42 Pyro (AnaSpec), and Aβ1–42 E22Q (AnaSpec) were dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol and incubated at room temperature for 24 h until a clear solution developed. The peptide solution was dried under vacuum for 1 h. Fibers were assembled as described [58]. Aβ peptide (100 μg) was dissolved in 40 μL dimethyl sulfoxide, diluted in 1160 μL of 10 mM HCl solution and incubated with shaking at 500 rpm for 24 h at 37 °C. Fiber formation was confirmed by ThT.

TauKL expression, purification, and fiber assembly

Human tau fragment (tauKL) corresponding to residues 244–372 of Tau-441 (2N4R) with the P213L
mutation was expressed and purified as described for tau-MTBR [14]. TauKL fibers were assembled by adding 40 μM low-molecular-weight heparin (Fisher Scientific) to 40 μM tauKL monomer in 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 7.0) buffer containing 2 mM DTT and incubated for 3 days at 37 °C. Fiber formation was confirmed by ThT.

**Transthyretin expression, purification, and aggregation**

Expression and purification of recombinant TTR was carried out as described in [59,60] with minor changes. Competent *E. coli* (T7 express LysY) cells were transformed with pET11a vector containing the Human TTR (NM_000371.3) and grown in Terrific Broth medium supplemented with 100 mg/L ampicillin at 37 °C. Expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG when OD_{600} nm = 0.6 and incubated for an additional 3.5 h at 30 °C, followed by centrifugation for 20 min at 10,000 g. The pellet was re-suspended in lysis buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mg/mL lysozyme, 1 tab/10 mL Complete protease inhibitor cocktail containing EDTA, 5 mM DTT 125 KU/mL benzamidine nuclease] and incubated on ice for 2 h, followed by sonication (10 s on, 10 s off) at amplitude 30 W for 5 min. Cell debris was removed by lysisat centrifugation at 200,000g for 30 min at 4 °C, followed by filtration through a 0.2-μm syringe filter. The protein was purified on an anion-exchange column (Resource Q, GE Healthcare) by a gradual increase in ionic strength. TTR fractions were pooled and further purified on a gel filtration column (Superdex75, GE Healthcare). Purified TTR was concentrated to >5 mg/mL (ε = 77,600 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) [61] in 50 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM KCl, and 1 mM EDTA (pH 7.4) and stored at −80 °C. TTR was aggregated by diluting stock solution to a final concentration of 0.2 mg/mL in 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 4.0), 100 mM KCl, and 1 mM EDTA [60]. After 3 days at 37 °C, samples were thoroughly vortexed and analyzed by absorbance measurements at 400 nm via NanoDrop and ThT.

**Recombinant immunoglobulin light-chain expression, purification, and aggregation**

Light-chain sequences (Ig-V_{L}1, Ig-V_{L}2, and Ig-V_{L}C_{L}) carrying variable region mutations were obtained from the Boston School of Medicine Amyloidosis Center website (see Supplementary Fig. 6). Variable region sequences were cloned in the pD2610-v5 vector (ATUM Bio), with amino acids GGGSPEAPEA added to the C-terminal of the sequences. The proteins were expressed in HEK293.2sus and purified by LambdaFab Select (GE; cat. no. 17548201) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Purified proteins were buffer exchanged into D-PBS, filter sterilized, and stored at −80 °C. Protein quality was examined by SDS-PAGE and HPLC-SEC. LC was aggregated by diluting stock solution to a final concentration of 0.05 mg/mL in 50 mM glycine/HCl (pH 3.0), 150 mM NaCl, 100 mM DTT, and 0.01% NaN\(_3\). Samples were incubated at 37 °C for 7 days with rotation [62]. Fiber formation was confirmed by ThT.

**Thermal unfolding of GAIM monitored by SO binding assay**

GAIM–IgG fusion (1 μM) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was mixed with 20× excess of SO (Invitrogen; cat. no. S-6650) in a 96-well plate and sealed. Thermal unfolding was monitored in a Roche LightCycler 480 RT-PCR by continuous increase in temperature from 20 °C to 95 °C at a rate of 0.24 °C/min. Excitation was set to 465 nm and emission to 580 nm with melt factor at 1, quant factor at 10, and maximum integration time for 2 s. The arbitrary unit of fluorescent signal was recorded and normalized to a scale of 0–100 [22].

**Aβ and Tau binding ELISA**

Fifty microliters of Aβ fiber (0.8 μM) or tauKL fiber (1 μM) in 50 mM carbonate buffer (pH 9.6) was added per well of a 96-well Maxisorp plate (Thermo Fisher) and incubated 16 h at 4 °C. Wells were washed with three times with D-PBS–Twee (0.05%) and two times with DPBS followed by blocking with SuperBlock (Thermo Scientific) for 1.5 h at room temperature. Wells were washed three times with PBS. GAIM–IgG fusion was added in high-concentration phosphate-buffered saline, 0.05% Tween 20 (PBS-T; 14.7 mM KH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 80.6 mM Na\(_2\)HPO\(_4\)–7H\(_2\)O, 27 mM KCl, 1.38 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20) at the indicated concentrations and incubated at 37 °C for 2 h, followed by three washes in D-PBS–Twee (0.05%) and three washes with DPBS. Human-specific Fc-HRP antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch; cat. no. 109-035-008) was diluted 1:5000 in D-PBS–Twee (0.05%) containing 0.2% gelatin and incubated for 45 min at 37 °C. After two washes in D-PBS–Twee (0.05%) and two washes in DPBS, the signal was developed with TMB solution (Thermo Fisher), and the reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.25 N HCl. The absorbance at 450 nm was recorded with a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader.

**TolA binding ELISA**

Fifty microliters of TolA (10 μM) in 14 mM sodium carbonate and 35 mM sodium bicarbonate (pH 9.6) diluted in distilled water and filtered through 0.22-μm
membrane was added to each well of a 96-well Maxisorp plate (Thermo Fisher) and incubated for 16 h at 4 °C. Wells were washed five times with D-PBS followed by blocking with SuperBlock (Thermo Scientific) for 2 h at 25 °C. Wells were washed five times with D-PBS–Tween (0.05%). GAIM–Ig fusion was added in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) at the indicated concentrations and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h followed by five washes in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%). Human-specific Fc-HRP antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch; cat. no. 109-035-008) was diluted 1:5000 in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) containing 0.2% gelatin and added for 40 min at 37 °C. After three washes in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) and four washes in DPBS, the signal was developed with TMB solution (Thermo Fisher), the reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.25 N HCl, and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded with a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader.

TTR binding ELISA

Wells of a 96-well Maxisorp plate (Thermo Fisher) were blocked with 200 μL 1% bovine serum albumin (w/v) at 37 °C for 2 h. After three washes with DPBS, 50 μL 0.05 mg/mL TTR aggregates in aggregation buffer was added and the plate was incubated at 37 °C for 16 h. Wells were washed three times with distilled water and followed by one wash in D-PBS. GAIM fusion was added in high-concentration PBS-T (14.7 mM KH₂PO₄, 80.6 mM Na₂HPO₄–7H₂O, 27 mM KCl, 1.38 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20) at the indicated concentrations and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h followed by three washes in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) and three washes in D-PBS. Human-specific Fc-HRP antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch; cat. no. 109-035-008) diluted 1:5000 in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) containing 0.2% gelatin was added for 40 min at 37 °C. After four washes in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) and two washes in D-PBS, the signal was developed with TMB solution (Thermo Fisher). The reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.25 N HCl and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded with a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader.

Ig-V₁L, Ig-V₁,2, and Ig-V₁C_L binding ELISA

ELISA plates were prepared similar to TTR ELISA binding assay with minor changes; bovine serum albumin block was done at 37 °C for 3 h, and 50 μL of 0.025 mg/mL light-chain proteins was added to each well. GAIM–Ig fusion was diluted to 0–2.4 μM in high-concentration PBS-T (14.7 mM KH₂PO₄, 80.6 mM Na₂HPO₄–7H₂O, 27 mM KCl, 1.38 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween) and incubated at 37 °C for 80 min prior to being transferred to the plate with 50 μL sample in each well. After 2-h incubation at 37 °C, the plate was washed three times with D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) and three washes with DPBS. Human-specific Fc-HRP antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch; cat. no. 109-035-008) diluted 1:5000 in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) containing 0.2% gelatin was added for 45 min at 37 °C. After three washes in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) and three washes in D-PBS, the signal was developed with TMB solution (Thermo Fisher), the reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.25 N HCl, and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded with a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader.

Non-specific binding ELISA

Four hundred fifty nanograms per well of human collagen (Sigma; cat. no. C5483) in D-PBS was immobilized on Medisorp 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 16 h at 37 °C. Wells were washed three times with distilled water and one time with DPBS, followed by blocking in SuperBlock (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 h at room temperature. GAIM–IgG fusion in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) was incubated at 37 °C for 1 h 30 min, followed by three washes in D-PBS–Tween (0.05%) and three washes in D-PBS. Human-specific Fc-HRP antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch; cat. no. 109-035-008) was added 1:5000 in PBS–Tween (0.05%) containing 0.2% gelatin and incubated for 45 min at 37 °C followed by four washes in PBS–Tween (0.05%) and two washes in PBS. The signal was developed with TMB solution (Sigma), and the reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.25 N HCl and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded with a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader.

Remodeling of Aβ42 fibers by GAIM–Ig fusion

Remodeling assays were carried out in low-retention microfuge tubes (Fisher Scientific; 02-681-320). All buffers contained 0.05% sodium azide to prevent microbial growth and total protein concentration in each sample after incubation was confirmed by reducing SDS-PAGE. Aβ42 fibers (2.5 μM) were co-incubated with or without GAIM–Ig fusion variants for 3 days at 37 °C. Aliquots of the complexes were then incubated with varying concentrations of urea. The ThT fluorescence of the complexes in urea was then plotted against the urea concentration. Remodeling efficiency at a fixed urea concentration was plotted as percent loss in ThT fluorescence compared to fibers without any GAIM–Ig fusion treatment.

Remodeling of tauKL fibers

Sarkosyl solubility assays were used to calculate the remodeling efficiencies of GAIM fusions. TauKL fibers (1 μM) were co-incubated with or without GAIM–Ig fusion variants at 37 °C for 5 days. Fibers and the complexes were incubated with or without 1% sarkosyl for 15 min and spun down at 100,000g for 30 min. The supernatant from each sample was carefully removed.
and loaded on a 4%–12% NuPAGE gels (Invitrogen). Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed for tauKL. The percent remodeling was calculated by quantifying the gel bands using a Biorad Chemidoc system.

**Aβ1–42 assembly inhibition assay**

One hundred micrograms of hexafluoroisopropyl-treated Aβ1–42 (rPeptide) monomeric sample was dissolved in 80 μL dimethyl sulfoxide, mixed thoroughly by pipetting and vortexing, and diluted in 5.4 mL D-PBS to a final Aβ1–42 concentration of 4.04 μM. GAIM–IgG fusion samples were diluted in PBS to intermediate stock solutions of 10, 2.5, 0.63, and 0.16 μM. Eighty microliters of Aβ1–42 monomer solution was distributed in each well of a black, round bottom 96-well plate (LVL; cat. no. 225.LS.PP). Ten microliters of each stock solution of GAIM–IgG fusion samples were added to Aβ1–42 containing wells followed by the addition of 10 μL ThT (33 μM in D-PBS), for a final concentration of 3.2 μM Aβ1–42 and 3.3 μM ThT per well. The plate was sealed with transparent film, and ThT fluorescence at 430/485 nm (Ex/Em) was recorded every 20 min for 14 h in a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader while incubated at 37 °C with 3 s of vertical shaking every 20 min. The percentage of Aβ42 aggregation for each NPT189 concentration was calculated relative to non-treated Aβ42 wells (positive control wells).

**TauKL assembly inhibition assay**

TauKL assembly reactions were set by incubating 10 μM monomers in 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 7.0) buffer with 2 μM low-molecular-weight heparin (Fisher Scientific) at 37 °C for 3 days in the presence of varying concentrations of GAIM fusions (0–500 nM). ThT fluorescence of the assembly reactions was recorded by diluting samples to 1 μM in a 5 μM ThT solution. Inhibitory effects of GAIM on tauKL assembly were calculated by comparing the assembly of tauKL without any GAIM fusion.

**TEM**

Aβ1–42 fibers (15 μL of 20 μM sample) were applied on carbon-coated copper grids (Ted Pella; cat. no. 01844-F). Samples were then washed gently with 0.5 mL water, inverted, and floated over a drop of 2% uranyl acetate solution. After 30 s, the grids were removed and dried by wicking out the excess liquid from the edge of the grids using a filter paper. FEI technai spirit TEM was used to image the fibers.
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Supplementary Figure 1.  NPT1098 GAIM sequence.
Amino acid substitutions made in NPT1098 in comparison to wild-type g3p are highlighted in yellow. The corresponding wild-type residue is shown above.
### Supplementary table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Amino acid replacement</th>
<th>% monomer SEC</th>
<th>Tm1 Sypro °C</th>
<th>Fold change in off-target binding (collagen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPT1098</td>
<td>Scaffold</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1095</td>
<td>W57A, V58A, I60A</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>No Tm1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1055</td>
<td>F190A, H191A</td>
<td>41.9%</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT1047</td>
<td>R142F, N143A</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size-exclusion chromatography elution profiles of variants exhibiting low/no Tm1 and increased non-specific binding. NPT1098 elution profile is presented for comparison.
Supplementary Figure 2

Supplementary Figure 2. Binding and elution profiles of GAIM variants. (a) Variants with N2 stabilizing mutations show less off-target binding to collagen. (b) Size-exclusion chromatography elution profiles of open-stabilized variants NPT1079 (blue), NPT1087 (pink) in comparison to NPT1098 (black).
Supplementary Figure 3. Super-stabilized variant of GAIM-fusion fails to engage targets. (a) NPT1036 shows no binding to Aβ42 fibers or (b) TolA-C by ELISA.
Supplementary Figure 4.

Supplementary Figure 4. TEM images of fibers assembled from different Aβ proteoforms. Each fiber was imaged at 2 different magnifications. N-truncated Aβ11-42 (a, d), Dutch mutation Aβ1-42E22Q (b, e) and N-terminal pyro-glutamate modified Aβ3-42(c, f) show diverse morphology.
Supplementary Figure 5. Open variants potently engage fibers assembled from different Aβ proteoforms.

a) Binding ELISAs showing potent engagement of one open-stabilized variant (NPT1079) to aggregates formed from N-terminal pyro-glutamate modified (a) Aβ3-42, (b) 11-42, (c) N-truncated Aβ11-42 and (d) Dutch mutation Aβ1-42E22Q. The aggregates used in this study show very diverse morphology that range from long unbranched fibers seen in the Aβ1-42E22Q to highly zig-zagged conformers of N-terminal pyro-glutamate modified Aβ3-42 (see Supplementary Figure 4).
**Supplementary Figure 6**

**Ig-V_L1C_L (variable + constant)**
NFMLTQPHSVSESPGKTVTISCTRSSGSIVTNYVHWYQ
QRPGSLPTTVIYEDNQRPSGPDRFSGSIDSSNSASL
TISGLKTEDEADYCYQSYDSVFTVTVLGQQK
ANPTVTLFPSSSEELQANKATLVCIDDFYPAGAVTVAW
KADGSPVKAGVTTKPSQSNKYAASSYLSTPEQWK
SHRSYSCQVTHDGSTVEKTVAPTECS

**Ig-V_L1 (variable)**
NFMLTQPHSVSESPGKTVTISCTRSSGISVTVNYVHWYQ
QRPGSLPTTVIYEDNQRPSGPDRFSGSIDSSNSASL
TISGLKTEDEADYCYQSYDSVFTVTVLGGGG
GSEPEA

**Ig-V_L2 (variable)**
NFMLTQPHSVSESPGKTVTISCTRSSGLASTYVQVHWYQ
QRPGSAPTNVIFEDNQRPSGPDRFSGSIDSSNSAYL
TISGLKTEDEADYCYQSYGTNNWVFGGTKTVTLGGG
GSEPEA

**Supplementary Figure 6. Ig light chain sequences used in the in vitro binding studies.**
Schematic representation of an IgG molecule with the light and heavy chains in green and blue colors respectively. The Ig-light chains misfold and aggregate in patients suffering from amyloidosis. One V_L1C_L (Ig-V_L1C_L) sequence and two different V_L sequences (Ig-V_L1 and Ig-V_L2) carrying several mutations were used to assemble amyloids. Sequence differences between Ig-V_L1 and Ig-V_L2 are highlighted in yellow. All sequence information was obtained from the Boston University Amyloid Light Chain Database ([http://albase.bumc.bu.edu/aldb](http://albase.bumc.bu.edu/aldb)).
### Supplementary Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Fold change in activity compared to NPT1098</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TauKL</td>
<td>T51H</td>
<td>-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T51G</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N39A, T56H</td>
<td>-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T56H</td>
<td>+2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T41W, T56H</td>
<td>+15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TolA-C</td>
<td>T56H</td>
<td>+1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aβ3-42 pyroE3</td>
<td>T56H</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Figure 7. GAIM-Ig-fusions selectively engage fibrillar aggregates.

(a) SPR binding of NPT1079 to Aβ42 fibers and monomers. (b) ELISA binding showing NPT189 binding to fibrillar and monomeric forms of tauKL. (c) NPT1079 binding to Ig-VL1 (filled circle, EC₅₀ 1.3 nM) and Ig-VL2 amyloid aggregates (filled square, EC₅₀ 19 nM) and their respective monomers (open circle and open squares). (d) NPT189 binding to TTR fibers (blue), V30M (black) and monomers (green).
Supplementary Figure 8. Overlay of the N1 and N2 core strands.
The core β-strands β3, β4, and β5 in N1 domain (red) show structural similarities to the β8, β9 and β10 strands in N2 domain (blue). Strands in both these domains together facilitate amyloid binding.

Supplementary Figure 9. Concentration-dependent remodeling of Aβ42 fibers by GAIM-Ig-fusions. Aβ42 fibers (2.5 μM monomers) were co-incubated with different concentrations of the fusion protein NPT1098 (open circle) and NPT1079 (closed circle) for 3 days at 37°C. Samples were mixed with urea and the ThT fluorescence recorded. Relative ThT fluorescence was plotted against the Ig-fusion concentration.